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Joan Procter, Dragon Doctor: The Woman Who Loved Reptiles
This book traces out the life and career of Jane Goodall as a watcher of English fauna to her
adult work as scholar of animal behavior in Africa.
A brand-new book from the UK and Ireland's best-loved comedian, Dara O Briain! So you think
everyday life is boring?! WHAT?! Hoo-ee, are you wrong! No, seriously. There's so much
EXTRAORDINARY science going on right from the minute you wake up to when you go to sleep.
Actually, while you're asleep, too. Science is a non-stop EVERYWHERE, everything adventure with
some incredibly cool stuff going on, too. You've got your incredible brain, which has worked out
how to read these words and make playing a video game feel as EXCITING as real life; you've got
aeroplanes that can somehow get from the ground into the sky with all those people AND their
luggage on board; you've got electricity and artificial intelligence and GPS and buses coming in
threes (that's science too) and LOADS more. In Secret Science, Dara O Briain takes you on a
journey from the comfort of your favourite chair to the incredible science behind your everyday
life and on into the future!
For fans of Ada Twist: Scientist comes a fascinating picture book biography of a pioneering
female scientist--who loved reptiles! Back in the days of long skirts and afternoon teas, young
Joan Procter entertained the most unusual party guests: slithery and scaly ones, who turned over
teacups and crawled past the crumpets.... While other girls played with dolls, Joan preferred
the company of reptiles. She carried her favorite lizard with her everywhere--she even brought a
crocodile to school! When Joan grew older, she became the Curator of Reptiles at the British
Museum. She went on to design the Reptile House at the London Zoo, including a home for the
rumored-to-be-vicious komodo dragons. There, just like when she was a little girl, Joan hosted
children's tea parties--with her komodo dragon as the guest of honor. With a lively text and
vibrant illustrations, scientist and writer Patricia Valdez and illustrator Felicita Sala bring
to life Joan Procter's inspiring story of passion and determination. A Chicago Public Library
Best Book of the Year selection
Something smells good at 10 Pomegranate Street! Delicious, actually! In each apartment, someone
is preparing a special dish to share with their neighbours. Mr Singh is making coconut dahl with
his daughter while Maria mashes some avocados for her guacamole. Will everything be ready on
time? Written and magnificently illustrated by Felicita Sala, this glorious celebration of
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community is filled with recipes from all over the world and simple instructions perfect for
young chefs. Lunch at 10 Pomegranate Streetis a visual feast to share and delight in.
Mary Had a Little Lizard
How to Wash a Woolly Mammoth
Eat Pete
Who Says Women Can't Be Doctors?
Dark Was the Night
Mr. Crum’s Potato Predicament
For the rebel in every girl's heart, this series presents the achievements of extraordinary, relevant, and inspiring women throughout
history. Through quotes, narratives, photographs, illustrations, and fact-filled side-bars, each book tells the story of twelve bold
and courageous women. When the world told them to stay put, these twelve adventurers took to the skies, slopes, and seas. From
the daring aviator Amelia Earhart to the relentless photojournalist Margaret Bourke-White, these brave women will dare you to
follow your dreams. Featured adventurers include Gudridur Thorbjarnarsdottir (Viking traveler), Susan Butcher (dog sled racer), Kit
DesLauriers (skier), Valentina Tereshkova (astronaut), Bessie Coleman (pilot), Janet Guthrie (racecar driver), Sophie Blanchard
(balloonist), Nellie Bly (journalist), Gertrude Ederle (English Channel swimmer), and Dr. Diana Hoff (Atlantic Ocean rower).
One of New York Times' Twelve Books for Feminist Boys and Girls! This is the story of a woman who dared to dive, defy, discover,
and inspire. This is the story of Shark Lady. One of the best science picture books for children, Shark Lady is a must for both
teachers and parents alike! An Amazon Best Book of the Month Named a Best Children's Book of 2017 by Parents magazine
Eugenie Clark fell in love with sharks from the first moment she saw them at the aquarium. She couldn't imagine anything more
exciting than studying these graceful creatures. But Eugenie quickly discovered that many people believed sharks to be ugly and
scary—and they didn't think women should be scientists. Determined to prove them wrong, Eugenie devoted her life to learning
about sharks. After earning several college degrees and making countless discoveries, Eugenie wrote herself into the history of
science, earning the nickname "Shark Lady." Through her accomplishments, she taught the world that sharks were to be admired
rather than feared and that women can do anything they set their minds to. An inspiring story by critically acclaimed zoologist Jess
Keating about finding the strength to discover truths that others aren't daring enough to see. Includes a timeline of Eugenie's life
and many fin-tastic shark facts! The perfect choice for parents looking for: Books about sharks Inspiring nonfiction narrative books
Role model books for girls and boys Kids STEM books
From popular author Ame Dyckman and rising star Charles Santoso comes the laugh-out-loud story of a father desperate to
destroy the dandelion marring his perfectly manicured lawn, and his daughter's fierce attempts to save it. When Daddy spots a
solitary weed in his lawn, he's appalled (along with all of his neighborhood friends). But his daughter Sweetie has fallen in love with
the beautiful flower, even going so far as to name it Charlotte. Racing against time and the mockery of his friends, Daddy has to
find a way to get rid of the errant dandelion without breaking his little girl's heart.
A picture-book biography of the early 20th-century woman who became the Curator of Reptiles at the British Museum and went on
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to design the Reptile House at the London Zoo.
Land Shark
She Made a Monster: How Mary Shelley Created Frankenstein
Beware of the Crocodile
The Night Before Summer Camp
A Picture Book
The Daring Discoveries of Mary Anning, the First Paleontologist

Discover the joys of nature, seasons, family—and the vibrant colors of them all—in this lyrical picture book from the
author of the acclaimed Blue on Blue. A child is on a colorful journey through the seasons, filled with yellow flowers and
blue coral in spring and summer and orange pumpkins and green pine forests in fall and winter. All the while, there is
another colorful change on the horizon—the birth of a new sibling. With gentle, rhyming text and vivid artwork, this book
is a heartfelt celebration of family, nature, seasons, colors, and the wonder and magic of them all.
Tells the story of how Billie Holiday and songwriter Abel Meeropol combined their talents to create "Strange Fruit," the
iconic protest song that brought attention to lynching and racism in America.
Fred and Helen Martini longed for a baby, and they ended up with dozens of lion and tiger cubs! Snuggle up to this purrfect read aloud about the Bronx Zoo's first female zoo-keeper. When Bronx Zoo-keeper Fred brought home a lion cub,
Helen Martini instantly embraced it. The cub's mother lost the instinct to care for him. "Just do for him what you would do
with a human baby," Fred suggested...and she did. Helen named him MacArthur, and fed him milk from a bottle and
cooed him to sleep in a crib. Soon enough, MacArthur was not the only cub bathed in the tub! The couple continues to
raise lion and tiger cubs as their own, until they are old enough to return them to zoos. Helen becomes the first female
zookeeper at the Bronx zoo, the keeper of the nursery. This is a terrific non-fiction book to read aloud while snuggling up
with your cubs! Filled with adorable baby cats, this is a story about love, dedication, and a new kind of family. Gorgeously
patterned illustrations by Julie Downing detail the in-home nursery and a warm pallet creates a cozy pairing with
Candace Fleming's lovely language. Backmatter includes a short biography of Helen Martini and a selected bibliography.
A Junior Library Guild Selection A Bank Street Best Children's Book of the Year Named to the Texas Topaz Reading List
The attributes of 28 different lizards are revealed in this STEM nonfiction picture book, while the story provides a subtle
message encouraging children to be true to their own nature. The actions of 28 lizard species--the flying dragon that
swoops through the air, the shingleback that sticks out its blue tongue to scare predators, the basilisk that can race
across the surface of water--invite readers to act like a lizard themselves. The text by noted author April Pulley Sayre
asks: "Can you run like a lizard? Sun like a lizard? Bob your head like a lizard?" Featuring brilliantly colorful, textured
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artwork by illustrator Stephanie Laberis, the book also includes extensive back matter with further information about the
featured lizard species--their size, geographical range, why they perform the various actions introduced in the text--as
well as details about lizards in general.
The Story of Elizabeth Blackwell
I Am Anne Frank
The True Story of Jadav Payeng
Champ and Major: First Dogs
Billie Holiday and the Power of a Protest Song
The True Story of a World-Traveling Bug Hunter
In the first intstallment of the Dragon Safety Series, a dragon’s flame-filled tea party turns into a rhyming and reassuring
lesson in fire safety.
A picture book about Champ and Major, President-elect Joe Biden's two adorable dogs! Major will be the first shelter dog in
the White House, and Champ can't wait to show him around. Champ and Major's dad, Joe Biden, just got a really important
job: He's going to be the new president of the United States! Champ is excited to go back to the White House--he got to visit
it when his dad was the vice president, before the family adopted Major, and he knows about all the important work that
happens there. Major is going to be one of the first rescue dogs to live in the White House, and Champ can't wait to show his
little brother around. Soon, Champ and Major will be in their new home, and they're going to bring a lot of fun with them!
Things can get a bit messy when you try to wash a woolly mammoth. Follow this step-by-step guide to successfully clean up
your hairy friend. Be forewarned! A mammoth's tummy is terribly tickly. Young readers and parents alike will appreciate
this hilarious bath time adventure from Michelle Robinson and Kate Hindley.
Illustrated by Sam Boughton, each page is a riot of colour, as a crow d of curious children meet all kinds of different animals
and discover the most amazing facts about them. Information is brought to life through bite-sized text, playful infographics
and flaps on every page. And w ith a double gatefold on the final spread, this book is sure to go dow n a storm w ith little
readers.
Blind Willie Johnson's Journey to the Stars
Rebel in a Dress: Adventurers
A Boy Named Isamu
Strange Fruit
How to Hear the Universe
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A Collection of Recipes to Share
As a boy, Jadav Payeng was distressed by the destruction deforestation and erosion was causing on his island home in
India's Brahmaputra River. So he began planting trees. What began as a small thicket of bamboo, grew over the years
into 1,300 acre forest filled with native plants and animals. The Boy Who Grew a Forest tells the inspiring true story of
Payeng--and reminds us all of the difference a single person with a big idea can make.
Discover new realms of outer space in this picture book biography of scientist Gabriela Gonzalez, who immigrated to
America and became a ground-breaking scientist. Written by a molecular biologist and illustrated by an award-winning
artist, this stunning picture book explores science, space, and history. In 1916, Albert Einstein had a theory. He thought
that somewhere out in the universe, there were collisions in space. These collisions could cause little sound waves in the
fabric of space-time that might carry many secrets of the distant universe. But it was only a theory. He could not prove it
in his lifetime. Many years later, an immigrant scientist named Gabriela Gonzalez asked the same questions. Armed with
modern technology, she joined a team of physicists who set out to prove Einstein's theory. At first, there was nothing. But
then... they heard a sound. Gabriela and her team examined, and measured, and re-measured until they were sure.
Completing the work that Albert Einstein had begun 100 years earlier, Gonzalez broke ground for new space-time
research. In a fascinating picture book that covers 100 years, 2 pioneering scientists, and 1 trailblazing discovery, Patricia
Valdez sheds light on a little known but extraordinary story.
In the 1830s, when a brave and curious girl named Elizabeth Blackwell was growing up, women were supposed to be
wives and mothers. Some women could be teachers or seamstresses, but career options were few. Certainly no women
were doctors. But Elizabeth refused to accept the common beliefs that women weren't smart enough to be doctors, or
that they were too weak for such hard work. And she would not take no for an answer. Although she faced much
opposition, she worked hard and finally—when she graduated from medical school and went on to have a brilliant
career—proved her detractors wrong. This inspiring story of the first female doctor shows how one strong-willed woman
opened the doors for all the female doctors to come. Who Says Women Can't Be Doctors? by Tanya Lee Stone is an NPR
Best Book of 2013 This title has common core connections.
From the creator of Goodnight Goon, a laugh-out-loud friendship story that perfectly captures the high and low moments
of a typical playdate! Pete couldn't be more thrilled when a monster shows up in his bedroom. Now Pete has someone to
play with! And the hungry monster couldn't be more thrilled to be there, either. Now he can . . . EAT PETE! But Pete has
other ideas. And they are all good fun and quite distracting--things like playing cars and pirates. Well, we all know the
course of playing together nicely never did run smoothly. So how much longer will the monster have to wait before he can
. . . EAT PETE?
Green on Green
Ruth Heller's how to Hide a Crocodile & Other Reptiles
The Woman Who Loved Reptiles
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Shark Lady
Ode to an Onion
Joan Procter, Dragon Doctor

"A picture book about how family and community help shape the wonderful people our children become"-For fans of "Ada Twist: Scientist" comes a fascinating picture book biography a smart and determined female scientist who loved
reptiles--and wasn't afraid to break boundaries and follow her passion. Full color.x 11.
A beloved picture book from two-time Caldecott Medal award-winner Sophie Blackall that transports readers to the seaside in
timeless, nautical splendor! Watch the days and seasons pass as the wind blows, the fog rolls in, and icebergs drift by. Outside,
there is water all around. Inside, the daily life of a lighthouse keeper and his family unfolds as the keeper boils water for tea, lights
the lamp's wick, and writes every detail in his logbook. Step back in time and through the door of this iconic lighthouse into a cozy
dollhouse-like interior with the extraordinary award-winning artist Sophie Blackall.
Fun Reptile Facts For Kids 9 - 12 (Fun Animal Facts For Kids Book 4) Astonishing and just plain weird facts with explanations
about one of the world's strangest family of creatures by pet author Jacquelyn Elnor Johnson. Fascinating and fun for anyone who
has a lizard pet, wants one, or is just curious about these odd, ancient and mysterious animals. Fascinating book about reptiles for
children intrigued by animals! This book also makes a great gift for a child, or anyone, who wants or has a reptile pet! This lively
nonfiction book for kids gives curious readers answers to the questions kids love to ask, such as: What reptile can stay underwater
for up to two hours without breathing? Why do birds and crocodiles swallow stones? What does this help them do? What fearsome
reptile, alive today, knows how to track and kill humans? What country has more poisonous snakes than anywhere else on earth?
Can reptiles be pets? Were dinosaurs reptiles? Are reptiles endangered? Curious kids who enjoy knowing more about the pets
they want or already have will enjoy this animal book. This is a fun reptile book for kids, or for anyone who intrigued by animals
and the natural world. Fun Reptile Facts for Kids 9-12 is the 4th book in the series Fun Animal Facts for Kids from Crimson Hill
Books. For ages 8 to 12 and/or Grades 4 and up. This fact filled book also has 42 color photos. Suitable for libraries, home school
and classroom teachers who want to build kids word power. Available in eBook and Paperback.
Lunch at 10 Pomegranate Street
A Story of Isamu Noguchi
The Woman who Loved Reptiles
Secret Science: The Amazing World Beyond Your Eyes
Carmela Full of Wishes
Hello Lighthouse
The first day of summer camp is almost here, and one little camper doesn’t know what to expect. For a while
everything is hunkydory . . . until rest time rolls around and he gets a bad case of nervous butterflies. But an
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unlikely friend appears out of the crowd and reassures him that the best cure for the summertime blues is tons
of summertime fun! A sweetly reassuring story, once again told in verse to the meter of Clement Moore’s classic.
A mouthwatering tale of invention. When a persnickety customer named Filbert P. Horsefeathers complains that
George CrumÍs fried potatoes are too thick, George makes them thinner. When Filbert insists they are still too
thick, George makes them even thinner. But when the plate is sent back a third time, George mischievously
decides to use his sharpest knife to cut paper-thin potato slices, which he fries until they are crackling and
douses liberally with salt. At last, Filbert is satisfied, proclaiming, ñPerfection!î Which they are. Because, quite
by accident, George has invented potato chips! Based on true events, this delicious tale will have kids clamoring
for more, more, more!
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! In their first collaboration since the Newbery Medal- and Caldecott
Honor-winning Last Stop on Market Street, Matt de la Peña and Christian Robinson deliver a poignant and
timely new picture book that's sure to be an instant classic. When Carmela wakes up on her birthday, her wish
has already come true--she's finally old enough to join her big brother as he does the family errands. Together,
they travel through their neighborhood, past the crowded bus stop, the fenced-off repair shop, and the
panadería, until they arrive at the Laundromat, where Carmela finds a lone dandelion growing in the pavement.
But before she can blow its white fluff away, her brother tells her she has to make a wish. If only she can think of
just the right wish to make . . . With lyrical, stirring text and stunning, evocative artwork, Matt de la Peña and
Christian Robinson have crafted a moving ode to family, to dreamers, and to finding hope in the most
unexpected places.
Back in 1881, when Evelyn Cheesman was born, English girls were expected to be clean and dressed in frilly
dresses. But Evelyn crawled in dirt and collected glow worms in jars. When girls grew up they were expected to
marry and look after children. But Evelyn took charge of the London Zoo insect house, filling it with crawling
and fluttering specimens and breathing life back into the dusty exhibits. In the early 1920s, women were
expected to stay home, but Evelyn embarked on eight solo expeditions to distant islands. She collected over
70,000 insect specimens, discovered new species, had tangles with sticky spider webs, and tumbled from a cliff.
Inspire children to believe in their dreams and blaze their own trail with the story of Evelyn's amazing life!
Dandy
How Wilma Rudolph Became the World's Fastest Woman
The Boy Who Grew a Forest
The True Story of How Eugenie Clark Became the Ocean's Most Fearless Scientist
The Watcher
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Evelyn The Adventurous Entomologist
Bobby wants a shark for his birthday, so he is disappointed when his parents get him a puppy instead--but this puppy turns out to be a bit of a
shark herself.
A biography of the African-American woman who overcame crippling polio as a child to become the first woman to win three gold medals in
track in a single Olympics.
"Tells the story of Anne Frank, the young Jewish girl who documented her life while hiding from the Nazis during World War II."--Provided by
publisher.
This is the story of a woman who dared to dig, explore, and discover. This is the story of Dinosaur Lady. Mary Anning loved scouring the
beach near her home in England for shells and fossils. She fearlessly climbed over crumbling cliffs and rocky peaks, searching for new
specimens. One day, something caught Mary's eye. Bones. Dinosaur Bones. Mary's discoveries rocked the world of science and helped
create a brand-new field of study: paleontology. But many people believed women couldn't be scientists, so Mary wasn't given the credit she
deserved. Nevertheless, Mary kept looking and learning more, making discoveries that reshaped scientific beliefs about the natural world.
Dinosaur Lady is a beautiful and brilliant picture book that will enlighten children about the discovery of the dinosaurs and the importance of
female scientists. It also includes a timeline of Mary Anning's life and lots of fantastic fossil facts!
The True Story of the Bronx Zoo's First Woman Zookeeper
Gaby Gonz lez and the Search for Einstein's Ripples in Space-Time
Jane Goodall's Life With the Chimps
Fun Reptile Facts for Kids 9-12
The Octopus Escapes
Hello, Mrs Elephant

Sad about the subject of a poem he is writing, Pablo Neruda visits his friend Matilde who shows
him, through a simple onion, that happiness can be found even through tears. Includes facts
about Pablo and Matilde, and Neruda's Ode to the Onion in Spanish and English.
Awarded an Asian/Pacific American Award for Literature Picture Book Honor, this stunning picture
book brings to life the imagination of Japanese American artist, Isamu Noguchi. (Cover image may
vary.) If you are Isamu, stones are the most special of all. How can they be so heavy? Would
they float if they had no weight? Winner of the Theordor Seuss Geisel Award in 2020 for Stop!
Bot!, James Yang imagines a day in the boyhood of Japanese American artist, Isamu Noguchi.
Wandering through an outdoor market, through the forest, and then by the ocean, Isamu sees
things through the eyes of a young artist . . .but also in a way that many children will relate.
Stones look like birds. And birds look like stones. Through colorful artwork and exquisite text,
Yang translates the essence of Noguchi so that we can all begin to see as an artist sees.
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Rhyming text describes how various reptiles camouflage themselves to protect against predators.
The poignant story of Blind Willie Johnson--the legendary Texas musician whose song "Dark Was
the Night" was included on the Voyager I space probe's Golden Record Willie Johnson was born in
1897, and from the beginning he loved to sing--and play his cigar box guitar. But his childhood
was interrupted when he lost his mother and his sight. How does a blind boy make his way in the
world? Fortunately for Willie, the music saved him and brought him back into the light. His
powerful voice, combined with the wailing of his slide guitar, moved people. Willie made a name
for himself performing on street corners all over Texas. And one day he hit it big when he got a
record deal and his songs were played on the radio. Then in 1977, his song--"Dark Was the
Night"--was chosen to light up the darkness when it was launched into space on the Voyager I
space probe's famous Golden Record. His immortal song was selected for the way it expresses the
loneliness humans all feel, while reminding us we're not alone.
No Dragons For Tea
Cubs in the Tub
Like a Lizard
Dinosaur Lady
Wilma Unlimited
Fire Safety for Kids (and Dragons)
"An octopus is taken from his undersea home to live in an aquarium, but he soon tires of captive
life"-A 2018 New York Times/New York Public Library Best Illustrated Children's Books On the bicentennial of
Frankenstein, join Mary Shelley on the night she created the most frightening monster the world has
ever seen. On a stormy night two hundred years ago, a young woman sat in a dark house and dreamed of
her life as a writer. She longed to follow the path her own mother, Mary Wollstonecraft, had started
down, but young Mary Shelley had yet to be inspired. As the night wore on, Mary grew more anxious. The
next day was the deadline that her friend, the poet Lord Byron, had set for writing the best ghost
story. After much talk of science and the secrets of life, Mary had gone to bed exhausted and
frustrated that nothing she could think of was scary enough. But as she drifted off to sleep, she
dreamed of a man that was not a man. He was a monster. This fascinating story gives readers insight
into the tale behind one of the world's most celebrated novels and the creation of an indelible figure
that is recognizable to readers of all ages. "Eye-catching artwork and engaging storytelling give this
biography of a fascinating woman even more appeal."--Booklist
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Explore an informative, playfully illustrated story about one of the world's most dangerous animals:
the crocodile. You probably know a little about crocodiles already. They're reptiles, they have an
awful lot of teeth, and they're pretty scary -- at least, the big ones are! They're not very fussy
about what they eat, and when it comes to hunting down dinner, crocodiles are very determined . . . and
very cunning. But there's more to crocodiles than just their appetites. They love to nap on warm
sandbanks and cool off in calm waters, and crocodile mothers are very gentle with their babies. This
fascinating look at one of Earth's most infamous creatures is full of information for amateur
scientists, with back matter that includes an index, notes on species, and suggestions for further
reading.
A modern take on “Mary Had a Little Lamb” featuring hilarious antics as Lizard sneaks into Mary’s
backpack and causes nothing but mayhem in her Kindergarten class. He eats someone’s lunch, makes a mess
in the painting corner, and scares the teacher silly during story time before being sent to the
principal’s office to wait for Mary's mom to pick him up. It’s no fun being alone. But when Mary
finally comes home from school, Lizard knows he’ll always have his very best friend. Rendered in a
combination of traditional and digital color, Mary Had a Little Lizard is a silly, satisfying
celebration of new experiences and friendships that can never be broken.
Who Will You Be?
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